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Welcome to the creative, artistic and wonderful world of wire jewelry making! Making jewelry by
hand is a wonderful skill to have. It helps you explore creativity in design and colors and there is a
certain sense of satisfaction and pride when you hold a beautiful piece of handmade jewelry.
Wearing such jewelry is bound to make headlines at your next social event. It is obvious that you
will be wearing a unique piece of jewelry, that will complement your outfit and or be the showstopper
element in your look for the night. There is no other more effective way to boost your self-esteem
and confidence than to have countless women surrounding you and asking you where you got your
earrings, necklace, or bracelet. Gifting handmade jewelry is also a great idea! You are giving
something to someone that is more precious and valuable than any store-bought presentâ€”your
time and efforts! The appreciation that you can get is unmatched. You can even go ahead and sell
your creations at the next local exhibition, nearby store, flea markets, fairs etc. It is a great way to
spend time learning a new skill and making some money on the side. This book will be the
beginnerâ€™s bible to making wire jewelry. It has a detailed list of tools that you will need and an
explanation of all the materials so a trip to the craft store doesnâ€™t confuse or demotivate you, and
some beautiful designs and ideas to help you get started. Once you master this book, you will be
able to look at pictures of wire jewelry and infer how to make the design yourself. Your brain will be
speaking a whole new language that quickly translates images into beautiful and exquisite jewelry
for you to wear. Learn about the following:â€¢Toolsâ€¢Materialsâ€¢Designsâ€¢Necklaces, bracelets,
rings, earringsâ€¢Doâ€™s and donâ€™tsâ€¢Customer queriesThere is no reason to wait around any
longer. Creating beautiful jewelry has never been easier and with this book youâ€™ll slowly start to
crawl, walk, and finally run through the countless designs of wire jewelry in stores. Heck! Youâ€™ll
soon be designing your own designs with wires and beads! So pick this up and GET
STARTED!***NEW Revised Edition containing sample pictures to build your masterpieces
flawlessly!
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I did not enjoy this book. I wanted to learn how to make my own jewelry because it seemed like a
fun and easy thing to do. The book gives some helpful advice and lessons in how to start making
your own jewelry but I feel like if it had some pictures it would have been a lot more helpful. Maybe
the author could also include videos somehow that readers could have access to or a disc that we
could use to watch certain steps. I am very visual so it would help people like me a lot.

Did you ever want to try and make your own jewelry and thought it was hard to do well let me tell
you this book makes it very easy to learn step by step and youll be amazed how easy it is to learn
youll be making a necklace ring and earrings in no time if you want to learn how this is definatley the
book to read i recommend this one very easy to read and follow directions lots of examples of
different kinds of jewelry and everything you need to make them this could be a hobby or making
money or just for personal gifts project for you great skill to have to be creative and artistic.

I am new to making jewelry. I am also a visual learner. Since jewelry is all about the vision, I
expected some kind of images to go with the text instructions. No such luck.I read the instructions
but with no pictures, I have no idea if I have done it correctly.

Nice well written book. Great tips and hints for someone totally new to the process. Excellent
description of the tools and materials.Even if you've been making wire jewelry before there's always
going to be a hint you haven't thought of or a design you haven't seen. Was really glad we gave this
one a try, as that was totally the case.E book for download only

I found this book to be a helpful jumping point. It gave me very good pointers of what to look for and
where to start. I was a little confused going into the craft stores, as to what to buy and how to begin
making my own jewelry. This author is very detailed and informative. If you are looking for this book
to spark your imagination, this isn't for you BUT if you are looking for a How-To, with plenty of
details, I highly recommend this.

The information in this book is on point. It will lead you to where you need to go if you're one that
likes to make jewelry of your own for fun. Getting pictures online can help you tons. Make sure to
follow along with the book.

The instructions for the most part are well written. However, if you are a beginner wire worker as I
am then you will find yourself lost with some of the instructions. Also, I am a visual and tactile
learner and there are no pictures of any kind to help clarify some of the written instructions. It would
have answered manyquestions that I had while reading even rough hand drawn pencil sketches
would have helped. When I have learned more I will come back to this book to see what the designs
are.I would only recommend this book to those who have a basic knowledge of wirework and can
follow written instructions only..I was disappointed that it was not what could use. However there are
many out there that it can help so sample it and see, maybe it will be right for you. Good luck in your
artistic endeavors.Karen

I was disappointed with this book because there are no photos. How can this be for beginners,
when there is no step by step photo to make anything?The information is good, but useless without
pictures for making things.
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